Raider’s Peril Chapters 10-13

Questions

This activity is to be completed once Chapters 10-13 of ‘Raider’s Peril’ have been read.

1. Which word means ‘empty’?
flimsy

deserted

shatter

skiving

2. What is the name of the online currency used in video games?


3.

Jaden rolled his eyes. “Trust you to think of reading the rules,” he said.
What does this tell you about Katka?


4.

Katka had complete faith in her.
What does the word ‘faith’ mean in this sentence?
love

hate

trust

anger

5. Complete the grid to show whether these sentences use the present perfect tense or the
simple past tense.
present
perfect
tense

simple
past tense

Later that evening, a Crocogator messenger arrived
at the stronghold.
“We have voted not to assist the Brittlestar guild
at this time.”

6. Underline one word in the sentence below which shows how Perian was feeling.
“You’re back,” said a delighted voice.
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7. Read the end of Chapter 13, starting from “I do, Mrs Ford.”
Why has the author made Katka say all this to the school?



8. a) What is your overall impression of this story?


b) Would you recommend this story to a friend? Why/why not?
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Answers

I can...

1. Which word means ‘empty’?
flimsy

deserted

shatter

skiving

2. What is the name of the online currency used in video games?
Bitcoin

3.

Jaden rolled his eyes. “Trust you to think of reading
the rules,” he said.

What does this tell you about Katka?
This tells you that Katka is a sensible and intelligent girl
who usually takes rules into consideration.

4.

What does the word ‘faith’ mean in this sentence?
hate

trust

• draw inferences such
as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives from their
actions, and justify
inferences with evidence.

anger

5. Complete the grid to show whether these sentences use
the present perfect tense or the simple past tense.
present
perfect
tense

• check that the text makes
sense to me, discuss
my understanding and
explain the meaning of
words in context.

• identify how language,
structure, and
presentation contribute
to meaning.

Katka had complete faith in her.

love

• check that the text makes
sense to me, discuss
my understanding and
explain the meaning of
words in context.

• use the present perfect
form of verbs in contrast
to the past tense.

simple past
tense

Later that evening, a Crocogator
messenger arrived at the stronghold.
“We have voted not to assist the
Brittlestar guild at this time.”
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6. Underline one word in the sentence below which shows how
Perian was feeling.
“You’re back,” said a delighted voice.

7. Read the end of Chapter 13, starting from “I do, Mrs Ford.”
Why has the author made Katka say all this to the school?
The author wants to tell the reader what the moral of the
story is.

8. a) What is your overall impression of this story?
Children’s own responses.
b) Would you recommend this story to a friend?

• discuss words and
phrases that capture
the reader’s interest
and imagination.
• identify themes and
conventions in a wide
range of books.

• recommend books
that I have read to my
peers, giving reasons
for my choices.

Why/why not?
Children’s own responses.
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Questions

This activity is to be completed once Chapters 10-13 of ‘Raider’s Peril’ have been read.

1. a) Choose one adjective to describe how Katka is feeling at the start of Chapter 10.

b) Copy some evidence which proves your answer.



2. What is the name of the online currency used in video games?


3. Find and copy some evidence from the end of Chapter 10 which tells you that Katka is
known for being well-behaved and following rules.



4. In the sentence below, replace the word ‘faith’ with another word with the same meaning.
Katka had complete faith in her.



5. In the sentence below, underline the verb that is in the simple past tense. Circle the verb
that is in the present perfect tense.
“We have voted not to assist the Brittlestar guild at this time,” she said.

6. Complete the grid to show whether these statements are facts or opinions. The first one
has been done for you.
Statement

Fact

Opinion

Vicious scuffles broke out all around the room.
“It doesn’t exist anymore.”
“That’s incredible.”
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7.

Katka’s heart pumped against her ribs. She felt thrilled and terrified all at once.
Battles like this were what Raider’s Peril was all about.
This section of text is used for the blurb on the back of the book. Why do you think this
extract was chosen to be part of the blurb?



8. Read the end of Chapter 13, starting from “I do, Mrs Ford.”
Why has the author made Katka say all this to the school?



9. a) Compare this story to the last book that you read. How is it the same?


b) How is it different?



10. Would you recommend this story to a friend? Why/why not?
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I can...

1.

a) Choose one adjective to describe how Katka is feeling at the
start of Chapter 10.
Accept synonyms for: deflated; pessimistic; conflicted; tired.
b) Copy some evidence which proves your answer.
Deflated: Katka sighed; she sank so far into the pillows; Katka
let her head drop back on the pillows.

• draw inferences such
as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives from their
actions, and justify
inferences with evidence.

Pessimistic: Who would want to join a guild with doors like
that; she felt like a great wave of greyness could just sweep her
away.
Conflicted: “I don’t know what to do, Perian”; if only Katka
knew where the pathway was supposed to lead.
Tired: she sank so far into the pillows that she was nearly lying
down; “You have big bags under your eyes like an old woman”;
Katka rubbed her eyes; heavy, like she was being pressed down
from above.

2.

What is the name of the online currency used in video games?
Bitcoin

3.

Find and copy some evidence from the end of Chapter 10 which
tells you that Katka is known for being well-behaved and
following rules.
Jaden rolled his eyes. “Trust you to think of reading the rules,”
he said.

4.

In the sentence below, replace the word ‘faith’ with another word
with the same meaning.
Katka had complete faith in her.
Synonyms for faith (e.g. trust, confidence)

5.

In the sentence below, underline the verb that is in the simple past
tense. Circle the verb that is in the present perfect tense.
“We have voted not to assist the Brittlestar guild at this time,”
she said. Underline ‘said’ and circle ‘have voted’.
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• check that the text makes
sense to me, discuss
my understanding and
explain the meaning of
words in context.
• draw inferences such
as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives from their
actions, and justify
inferences with evidence.
• check that the text makes
sense to me, discuss
my understanding and
explain the meaning of
words in context.

• use the present perfect
form of verbs in contrast
to the past tense.
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6.

Complete the grid to show whether these statements are facts or
opinions. The first one has been done for you.

Statement

Fact

Opinion

• distinguish between
statements of fact and
opinion.

Vicious scuffles broke out all
around the room.
“It doesn’t exist anymore.”
“That’s incredible.”

7.

Katka’s heart pumped against her ribs. She felt thrilled and
terrified all at once. Battles like this were what Raider’s Peril
was all about.

• discuss words and
phrases that capture
the reader’s interest and
imagination.

This section of text is used for the blurb on the back of the book. • identify themes and
Why do you think this extract was chosen to be part of the blurb?
conventions in a wide
range of books.
Children’s own responses, with reference to the fact that the
extract is exciting and summarises the plot – that Raider’s Peril
is a game involving battles, and that the main character is
Katka, who loves the game.

8.

Read the end of Chapter 13, starting from “I do, Mrs Ford.”
Why has the author made Katka say all this to the school?
The author wants to tell the reader what the moral of the
story is.

9.

a) Compare this story to the last book that you read.
How is it the same?

• identify themes and
conventions in a wide
range of books.

• make comparisons
within and across books.

Children’s own responses.
b) How is it different?
Children’s own responses.

10. Would you recommend this story to a friend? Why/why not?
Children’s own responses.
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• recommend books that
I have read to my peers,
giving reasons for my
choices.
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Questions

This activity is to be completed once Chapters 10-13 of ‘Raider’s Peril’ have been read.

1. a) Choose one adjective to describe how Katka is feeling at the start of Chapter 10.

b) Copy some evidence which proves your answer.



2. What is the name of the cryptocurrency used online?


3. How does Katka’s relationship with her mother change during Chapter 11?



4. Why are Katka and Jaden described as ‘an odd pair’?



5. Complete the grid to show whether these statements are facts or opinions. The first one
has been done for you.
Statement

Fact

Opinion

Vicious scuffles broke out all around the room.
“It doesn’t exist anymore.”
“That’s incredible.”
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6.

Katka’s heart pumped against her ribs. She felt thrilled and terrified all at once.
Battles like this were what Raider’s Peril was all about.
This section of text is used for the blurb on the back of the book. Why do you think this
extract was chosen to be part of the blurb?



7. Read the end of Chapter 13, starting from “I do, Mrs Ford.”
Why has the author made Katka say all this to the school?



8.

Katka cleared her throat and spoke in her loudest voice.
Turn this sentence from the simple past tense into the present perfect tense.



9. a) Compare this story to the last book that you read. How is it the same?


b) How is it different?



10. a) What is your overall impression of this story?


b) Would you recommend this story to a friend? Why/why not?
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1. a) Choose one adjective to describe how Katka is feeling at the
start of Chapter 10.

Accept synonyms for: deflated; pessimistic; conflicted;
tired.
b) Copy some evidence which proves your answer.

• draw inferences such
as inferring characters’
feelings, thoughts and
motives from their
actions, and justify
inferences with evidence.

Deflated: Katka sighed; she sank so far into the pillows;
Katka let her head drop back on the pillows.
Pessimistic: Who would want to join a guild with doors
like that; she felt like a great wave of greyness could just
sweep her away.
Conflicted: “I don’t know what to do, Perian”; if only
Katka knew where the pathway was supposed to lead.
Tired: she sank so far into the pillows that she was nearly
lying down; “You have big bags under your eyes like an
old woman”; Katka rubbed her eyes; heavy, like she was
being pressed down from above.

2. What is the name of the online currency used in video games?
Bitcoin

3. How does Katka’s relationship with her mother change
during Chapter 11?

We see Katka’s mum having time to speak to her daughter
during this chapter. Katka asks her mum for support when
she wants to understand the rules of Raider’s Peril and
Katka teaches her mum about the technical language.

4. Why are Katka and Jaden described as ‘an odd pair’?
The children usually didn’t spend much time together as
Katka was a sensible pupil in school and Jaden was a
troublemaker.
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• check that the text makes
sense to me, discuss
my understanding and
explain the meaning of
words in context.
• summarise the main
ideas drawn from more
than one paragraph,
identifying key details
that support the main
ideas.

• check that the text makes
sense to me, discuss
my understanding and
explain the meaning of
words in context.
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5.

Complete the grid to show whether these statements are facts or
opinions. The first one has been done for you.

Statement

Fact

Opinion

• distinguish between
statements of fact and
opinion.

Vicious scuffles broke out all around
the room.
“It doesn’t exist anymore.”
“That’s incredible.”

6.

Katka’s heart pumped against her ribs. She felt thrilled and
terrified all at once. Battles like this were what Raider’s Peril
was all about.

• discuss words and
phrases that capture
the reader’s interest and
imagination.

This section of text is used for the blurb on the back of the book.
• identify themes and
Why do you think this extract was chosen to be part of the blurb?
conventions in a wide
Children’s own responses, with reference to the fact that the
range of books.
extract is exciting and summarises the plot – that Raider’s Peril
is a game involving battles, and that the main character is
Katka, who loves the game.

7.

Read the end of Chapter 13, starting from “I do, Mrs Ford.”
Why has the author made Katka say all this to the school?
The author wants to tell the reader what the moral of the story is.

8.

• identify themes and
conventions in a wide
range of books.

• use the present perfect
form of verbs in contrast
to the past tense.
Turn this sentence from the simple past tense into the present
perfect tense.
Katka cleared her throat and spoke in her loudest voice.

Katka has cleared her throat and has spoken in her loudest voice.

9.

a) Compare this story to the last book that you read.
How is it the same?
Children’s own responses.

• make comparisons
within and across books.

b) How is it different?
Children’s own responses.

10. a) What is your overall impression of this story?
Children’s own responses.

b) Would you recommend this story to a friend? Why/why not?
Children’s own responses.
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• recommend books that
I have read to my peers,
giving reasons for my
choices.
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